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Abstract	
A density functional theory study accounting for van der Waals interactions reveals the potential 
of metal surface vacancies as anchor points for the construction of user-defined 2D patterns of 
adsorbate molecules via a controlled self-assembly process. Vice versa, energetic criteria indicate 
the formation of regular adsorbate-induced vacancies after adsorbate self-assembly on clean 
surfaces. These processes are exemplified by adsorbing C60 fullerene on Al(111), Au(111), and 
Be(0001) surfaces with and without single, triple, and septuple atom pits. An analysis of 
vacancy-adatom formation energetics precedes the study of the adsorption processes. 






The increasing research interest on Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs), patterned 
arrangements typically consisting of organic molecules, is related to their promising applications 
in biosensors,1 optoelectronics,2 and tribology.3 Typically, such arrangements are studied on metal 
surfaces, although recent research endeavors have been applied on SAM formation on graphene 
layers, an appealing field for graphene bandgap engineering,4 but also in order to get, for 
instance, ordered magnetic organic layers. On the other hand defined vacancy patterns on 
surfaces were created, on a nanometer scale, as early as in 2002 within the millipede project.5 It 
involved a two-dimensional (2D) array of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) tips which 
resembled nm-scale millipedes which imprinted user-defined patterns of vacancies on a given 
thin polymer surface. 
Surface vacancies are particularly attractive adsorption sites for subsequently deposited 
molecules, given the low-coordination of vacancy neighboring surface atoms, and their 
concomitant improved chemical activity. When the adsorption of a molecule turns out to be thus 
strongly enhanced by the presence of a vacancy, as compared to the clean surface, individual 
population of vacancies can become preferred to molecular clustering, i.e. SAM formation. Thus, 
a vacancy-determined pattern of adsorbate molecules can be constructed. We call this process 
Controlled Self-Assembly (CSA), and we shall investigate below its feasibility taking fullerene 
C60 adsorption on gold, aluminum, and beryllium surfaces as cases and key examples. 
Another related process is a type of SAM formation which, on the contrary, induces the 
creation of surface vacancies. Conceptually, the fullerenes, first adsorbed on the clean surface, 
would induce vacancy formation beneath them and reside in their self-made ‘nests’. Vacancy 
formation triggered by the adsorption of a molecule or a cluster on a surface is not rare, and has 
been observed, for instance, on Pt clusters on CeO2 substrates.6 As far as fullerenes are 
considered, vacancy incitement in the course of C60 monolayer formation on various surfaces has 
been investigated by many experimental and theoretical studies.7 On one hand, these structures 
remain stable at Room Temperature (RT),7d and C60 adsorption is found to induce dimple 
formation on the Au(111) substrate, with well-separated individual C60 nucleation centers for 
cluster formation upon continued deposition. Vacancies were found to compete with step edges 
for adsorbates, underlying the importance of under-coordination in the increased adsorbent 
capacity. On the other hand Tzeng et al. observed that annealing to 750 K desorbs all C60 
molecules of Au(111) while preserving the structure of C60.8 However, vacancy formation was 
not discussed in their work. 8 
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The adsorption of C60 on metal surfaces is indeed a topic that has driven much attention 
over the last years, and the nature of the C60 substrate chemical bonding is still a matter of 
debate. The topic has spanned over a variety of transition metals (Au,7a-f, 9 Ag,7f, 7l, 9e, 9f, 10 Ni,10b, 11 Pd,12 Pt,7k, 
10b, 13 and Cu7f, 9h, 11, 14) and even few p-group metals (Al7g-j, 14f and Si15), combining experiments and 
theoretical calculations. The  latter mostly rely on Density Functional Theory (DFT), although 
for such systems the inclusion of a proper description of van der Waals (vdW) dispersive forcers 
may be determinant. Two recent studies of C60 adsorbed on smooth Au(111) and Ag(111) 
surfaces with and without van-der-Waals (vdW) correction revealed a strong covalent, partly 
ionic interaction of ~1-3 eV strength, where the metal C60 charge transfer plays a key role.9b, 9e 
However, pristine metal surfaces are found to reconstruct when exposed to fullerenes: Note that 
a clean Au(111) surface tends to adopt a herringbone-structure,16 which, as revealed by X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) measurements and structural analysis, undergoes at 160 °C a surface 
transformation accompanied by removal of the herringbone structure and introduction of surface 
vacancies. Fullerenes were found to reside atop of a regular (2√3×2√3)R30° pattern of vacancies 
with C-Au distances of 2.49 Å.7b These surface reconstructions, such as vacancy or crater 
formation, were experimentally observed and confirmed by DFT theory for C60 adsorbed on 
Pt(111),7k Ag(111),7l Al(111),7i, 7j and Au(110).7e  
Here we consider representatives and structurally similar surfaces of a noble metal, 
Au(111), a p-group metal, Al(111), and an alkaline earth metal, Be(001). These metals were 
selected for several different reasons; most of the related literature deals with C60 adsorption on 
Au, which therefore is presented as a good reference system and test field. Secondly, Al is used 
as electrode material in organic photovoltaics, where it is in contact with the functionalized 
fullerene Phenyl-C61-Butyric acid Methyl ester (PCBM).17 Lastly, Be is a metal candidate for 
walls of future fusion reactors,18 and studies of the interaction of carbonaceous materials with 
beryllium are, to the best of our knowledge, very rare. Experiments with Be need special 
precautions due to its high toxicity. Therefore it is interesting to now how elements adjacent to it  
in the periodic table could serve as proxies for Be. Comparing the energetics of Be and Al in this 
work also serves this purpose.  
At variance with most of the large amount of work already done in the field, we 
considered well-separated C60 molecules in large unit cells to specifically assess the interaction 
of C60 with the surface, contrary to previous studies dealing with close-packed C60 monolayers. 
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Furthermore, our approach explicitly includes vdW forces, which has only been accounted for in 
one publication of C60 adsorption on Au(111) where, however, vacancy formation was not 
considered.9b We also analyze vacancy adatom formation energetics by comparing adsorption 
energies, charge transfer, and bond nature for C60 adsorption on clean surfaces, as well as in 
single, triple, and septuple atom pits. Energetic criteria for vacancy formation inducement and 
controlled self-assembly are discussed.  
Computational	Details		
All DFT calculations and structural optimizations were carried out using the VASP 
code.19 A basis set of Plane-Waves (PW) was used with a PW kinetic energy cutoff of 415 eV. 
Valence electrons were described using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional, whereas core electrons were described by using the Projector Augmented 
Wave (PAW) method. The vdW forces are treated by the long-range correction as proposed by 
Grimme.19a, 20 Default vdW parameter values were used for C, Al, and Be atoms, whereas for Au 
atoms we used the values supplied by Amft et al.21 A sufficiently accurate k-point mesh was 
chosen for all calculations, which happened to be the Γ  point for large cells   
A (5×5) unit cell was chosen for the six atomic layer slab model representing the Al(111) 
and Au(111) surfaces with two frozen and four flexible layers  —i.e. (2+4) approximation— and 
a vacuum thickness of 14 Å, similar to that used previously in related works.9e A larger (8×8) 
unit cell had to be used for the Be(0001) surface, in order to achieve a large enough separation of 
C60 from its periodic images. The distance between the carbon atoms of C60 and their periodic 
images is in all simulations larger than 7 Å, giving results close to vacuum conditions. In the 
direction perpendicular to the surface, the distance between the topmost carbon atoms and the 
bottom metal layer of the periodic slab image is always larger than 6.5 Å. To construct input 
geometries, C60 was manually located above the surface or the center of a vacancy with one of its 
carbon hexagons pointing downwards at a substantially larger distance than that found in the 
optimized geometry. During the optimization C60 is allowed to fully relax, as well as the top four 
surface metal layers.  
We first validated our computational settings by optimizing metal lattice constants (a, in 
case of Be also c) and calculating cohesive energies (CE), work functions (WF) and surface 
energies (SE).  As can be seen in Table 1 we found good agreement with literature (lit.) values. 
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Our resulting optimized lattice constants were adopted throughout this work. Last but not least, 
molecules were visualized in the Vish visualization shell31. An estimated number of 44 single core 
wall clock years on Intel Xeon E5 and similar processors was spent in total for the optimizations.  
Table 1:  Lattice constants (a, c in Å), cohesive energies (CE in eV), work functions (WF in 
eV), and surface energies (SE in J/m-2) compared with literature data. 
Vacancy	Formation		
First we dealt with the formation of surface vacancies, since they, through surface 
reconstruction, can enhance the binding strength of adsorbed C60 and even lower the total energy 
of the C60/surface system. Often these vacancies are termed pits or craters. Deep pits with 3 or 7 
atom vacancies have shown to increase adsorption energies of the C60/Au(111) system according 
to DFT calculations without dispersion corrections.7d Single-atom and regular multi-atom 
vacancies have been optimized starting from pristine ideal surfaces, from which 1, 3, or 7 (ν) 
atoms have been removed. Three-atom vacancies form a triangular pit, whereas seven-atom 
vacancies form a hexagonal pit. These structures are similar to those depicted by Tang et al., yet 
residing in a larger unit cell.7d  
The vacancy-adatom formation energy is defined as32  
Eva(ν) = T(-v) + T(v) – 2 T(0),    (1) 
where T(±ν) is the total energy of the clean surface, T(0), with ν additional or -ν removed atoms, 
i.e. T(-3) is the total energy of a surface with a three-atom vacancy, whereas T(7) is the total 
energy of a surface with seven adatoms. Eva is defined as the energetic cost of building a vacancy 
from a clean surface, where the removed atoms attach, as a cluster, to the surface at an infinite 
distance from the vacancy. Thus the vacancy-adatom formation energy Eva can be represented as 
sum of the adatom formation energy, Ead, and the vacancy formation energy, Evac. Both are defined 
with reference to the total energy of a bulk atom, Tbulk: 
 a/c lit. CE lit. WF lit. SE lit. 
Al 4.013 4.0422 3.73 3.23-4.2123 4.13 4.24-4.5424 1.1 0.94-1.2724b, 25 





3.85 3.32-4.030 5.27 4.98-5.6224b 2.1 2.1-2.724b 
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Ead(ν) = T(ν) – T(0) – ν  Tbulk ,    (2) 
Evac(ν) = T(-ν) + v Tbulk – T(0).   (3) 
  In other words, Ead is the energy required to remove ν atoms from the bulk and add them 
collectively on top of the surface, whereas Evac is the energy gained by removing ν atoms from the 
clean surface and adding them to the bulk reservoir.33 The adatom binding energy Ebad and the 
vacancy binding energy Ebvac are calculated using the atomic vacuum energy, Tat, as reference 
energy instead of the bulk value; 
Ebad(ν) = T(0) + ν Tat – T(ν ),   (4) 
Ebvac(ν) = T(-ν) + ν Tat – T(0).    (5) 
Thus the energy Ebad/Ebvac is that needed to remove one by one the ad/vacancy atoms from 
the surface to the vacuum. The adiabatic removal of an atom from the surface can be seen as a 
two-step process, where vacancy-adatom formation is followed by removal of the adatom. Note 
that the overall five defined energies are not independent from each other:  
     Eva = Ead + Evac ,     (6) 
Eva + Ebad = Ebvac .     (7)  
The energetic results for each surface and vacancy size are summarized in Table 2 
together with the structural deformation def. The deformation def is measured as the distance of an 
atom to its initially ideal crystal position in percent of the nearest neighbor distance and 
corrected for periodic boundary conditions, and Table 2 shows the maximal values. 
From our findings, Eva is the most important value for the prediction of possible surface 
reconstruction, since it is the minimum energy that has to be compensated by the interaction 
between the adsorbate species (C60 in our case) and the surface to allow for vacancy formation. In 
particular, the dissociation energy D for removing C60 from the surface vacancy - also called the 
adsorption energy - needs to be even larger than the sum of Eva and D for the case of a clean 
surface so as to make the reconstruction energetically favorable. From the Eva values of Table 2 
we observe that, for a single atom vacancy, Be (2.09 eV) is more stable than Al (1.6 eV), which 
is in turn more stable than Au (1.11 eV). The enhanced stability of Be could be explained by its 
higher melting point (1551 K) compared to Al (933 K), and Au (1338 K).34 However, by this line 
of reasoning, Au should be more stable than Al, which is not reflected by our results. In contrast, 
they suggest that surface reconstruction should proceed more easily in gold than in aluminum or 
beryllium. Eva is, as expected, not directly proportional to ν, as fewer bonds-to-neighbors have to 
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be broken for the removal of more and more atoms. An increase by a factor of 1.8-2.2 is 
observed when going from one- to three-atom vacancies, and of 2.3-3.2 from one- to seven-atom 
vacancies. Thus, after the first three atoms removed, removing any additional atom comes at a 
significantly reduced energy expense (circa 147, 258, and 278 meV atom-1 for Al, Au, and Be, 
respectively). It should be noted that in the case of septuple vacancy pits the 5×5×(6+Lz) the unit-
cell might be too small and interactions between neighboring pits could influence our results, 
since only two rows of atoms separate the craters. In these cases results should be taken as mere 








Table 2:  Energies of vacancy-, adatom-, and vacancy-adatom formation as well as of structural 
deformation for single, triple, and septuple atom pits. 
 ν Eva/ eV Ead/ eV Evac/ eV Ebad/ eV Ebvac/ eV def /% 
Al 1 1.60 0.91 0.69 2.83 4.42 18.7 
3 3.11 1.59 1.52 9.61 12.72 52.3 
7 3.70 2.23 1.48 23.91 27.61 70.5 
Au 1 1.11 0.53 0.58 3.20 4.31 3.0 
3 2.49 1.30 1.20 9.91 12.40 9.6 
7 3.52 1.76 1.76 24.39 27.91 7.5 
Be 1 2.09 0.84 1.25 3.01 5.11 7.1 
3 3.77 1.40 2.36 10.16 13.92 8.0 
7 4.88 2.13 2.74 24.84 29.72 12.8 
 
A deep inspection of the formation energy values encompassed in Table 2 unveils that the 
two contributions to Eva (Ead and Evac) carry almost equal weights for Au. In the case of Al the 
adatom formation energy dominates, whereas in case of Be it is the vacancy formation energy. 
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Regardless of the case, Ebad and Ebvac scale with ν. Single-atom vacancy binding energies Ebvac are 
larger than cohesive energies for the three metals. This means that the removal of a single atom 
from the surface takes more energy than removing an atom from the perfect bulk. Thus, 
indirectly, Ebvac carries information about the stability of a material against sputtering, in a better 
fashion than the cohesive energy. As far as deformation is concerned, Al deforms rather 
dramatically whereas Au and Be vary much less. Overall the deformation increases from the 
fixed bottom layers to the top layer and towards the vacancies or adatoms.  
The computed vacancy and adatom formation energies appear to be in accord to previous 
computed values in the literature. In particular, the Eva formation energy of 1.72 eV reported by 
Stumpf and Scheffler for Al(111)33 is composed of Evac = 0.67 eV and Ead = 1.05 eV. Less 
agreement is found with DFT calculations within the Local Density Approximation (LDA) which 
yielded an Evac energy of 0.36 eV for Al(111),35 and 0.83 eV for Au(111).7l The value for Al(111) 
seems especially low since another study within the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) 
and LDA by Kiejna et al.36 yielded values of 0.61 and 0.66 eV, respectively, again in perfect 
agreement with our value of 0.69 eV. Previous studies reported Evac for Au to be in between 0.77 
to 0.82 eV,37 in accordance with Li et al.,7l but slightly larger than our value of 0.58 eV. Other 
theoretical and experimental values for Au showed values between 0.82 and 0.93 eV, thus again 
slightly higher.38 We examined whether this discrepancy of Evac for a single atom was due to our 
vdW correction, yet the estimate without Grimme’s correction yielded a similarly low value of 
0.55 eV.  
C60	Adsorption	
In view of the high electron affinity of C60, a metal C60 charge transfer is expected, which 
leads to ionic binding in addition to possible covalent bonds. The abovementioned dissociation 
energy D is defined as:  
D = TC60 + T(-ν) – T(-ν,C60),    (8)  
where TC60 is the total energy of C60 in vacuum (cell size dimensions of 20 Å) and T(-ν,C60) the total 
energy of the surface with ν vacancies and C60 adsorbed upon. Results for D are collected in in 
Table 3. For all considered materials and surface structures we obtain a high value of D around 
or larger than 2 eV. The winner is gold with a particularly high adsorption energy whereas Al 
and Be share the second rank. In a previous study Tang et al. obtained, by DFT but without 
applying any dispersion correction, adsorption energies of 2.07, 2.33, and 2.56 eV for single, 
triple, and septuple atom vacancies, respectively, as compared to a value of 1.2 eV for a dense 
monolayer of C60 at clean Au(111).7d Note that in this work a denser fullerene monolayer was 
used, and, consequently, the reduced adsorption energies may well be the result of steric 
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repulsions in between fullerenes. Other DFT works report adsorption strengths of the order of 
1.9-2.2 eV for fullerene adsorbed on clean gold,8-9 and classical force field models depicted 
binding strengths of 1.26 and 3.12 eV for C60 on surface reconstructed grooves and dimples, 
respectively.9g 
In any case vdW dispersion seems to play a major role in the attachment of fullerenes to 
metal surfaces, as had also been found for similar systems such as graphene.39 For example, C60 
was found to adsorb on Au(111) with a hexagon parallel to the surface over an hcp three-fold 
hollow site,9e with a primarily covalent bond of 1.27 eV strength, and a charge transfer of 0.2 e, 
according to DFT calculations without vdW description. A  subsequent DFT study including 
vdW9b showed that adsorption is dominated by dispersive forces, yet bonding remained covalent 
in nature. The optimized structure, close to the presently obtained one, implies a binding to the 
fcc three-fold hollow site with binding strengths in the range of 1.71-2.97 eV depending on the 
method for dispersion correction.  
As a general trend vacancies strongly enhance the adsorption energy. It first increases 
with the vacancy number ν, but it may well happen that at some point the extension of the pit 
exceeds that of C60. Consequently, D decreases again from ν = 3 to ν = 7 for Al and Be. Note that 
the vdW interactions play a major role to enhance D; optimization without the Grimme 
correction resulted in rather small adsorption energies of 0.16 eV for clean Al and 0.07 eV for 
clean Be with C60 locating far away from the surface. A previous DFT study of C60/Au(111) 
without accounting for dispersion obtained a similarly low binding energy of 0.18 eV.9d However, 
the C60 desorption temperature of both Au(111) and Al(111) lies around 700 K, suggesting a 
strong covalent bonding with the surface.7i,8 
 
Table 3:  Dissociation energies D (equivalent to the adsorption energy of C60 at the substrate), 
Bader charge transfer qCT, and number of covalent bonds nCB. 
 Al(111) Au(111) Be(001) 
ν 0 1 3 7 0 1 3 7 0 1 3 7 
D /eV 1.99 3.97 4.28 3.44 3.39 4.21 4.94 5.20 2.45 3.69 4.21 3.58 
qCT /e -2.3 -4.2 -4.1 -5.2 -0.08 -0.2 -0.18 -0.11 -4.8 -4.3 -5.2 -6.1 
nCB  6 6 4 6 0 0 0 0 6 6 9 9 
 
A Bader electron density analysis reveals large charge transfer from Al and Be to C60.40 It 
increases dramatically with ν up to 6 electrons for ν = 7, that are transferred from Be to C60, 
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although the electron affinity of isolated C60 is only positive up to C602-.41 A completely different 
behavior is found for Au which retains the electrons, so the charge transfer is limited to 0.1-0.2 e. 
Previous ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy experiments estimated a charge transfer from 
gold to C60 of 1±0.2 e. This exceeds the value predicted by our as well as other DFT calculations 
by a large margin and remains unexplained so far.7f,9e 
The true locations of charge accumulation and depletion are resolved in Charge Density 
Difference (CDD) maps, see Figure 1. Again the bonding mechanism at the Au surface is 
completely different than the bonding at Al and Be. For Au depletion regions that resemble well-
localized p-orbitals (blue lobes) are found, extending far inside the Au surface. The charge is 
transferred to the red-green clouds that might be interpreted as covalent bonds, as also found by 
Hamada et al. and Hinterstein et al. by DFT-based CDD plots showing the directional character 
of C-Au bonds.7e,9b Interestingly, the CDD plots do not show all these features without taking vdW 
into account.9e We also looked at the Electron Localization Functions (ELF) and found no 
apparent covalent bonds for C60 on Au in contrast to C60 on either Al or Be, where clear signatures 
of covalent bonding appear at the places of charge accumulation between C60 and the respective 
surface. In the case of Be, two C atoms are seen to share bonds to one surface atom. For Al, in 
contrast, every C atom is clearly bonded to one specific surface atom. This results in different 
optimized geometries because the bottom hexagon of C60 resides on top of an Al atom but in the 
center of three Be atoms. The number of covalent bonds nCB observed from ELF is given in Table 
3 as well. The deeper the vacancies get, the deeper the fullerene dives into the surface, and 
different atoms become available for covalent bonding. The ELF covalent regions of the clean 
surface are much smaller than the ones in the presence of vacancies, mirroring the corresponding 





Figure 1:  CDD volume rendering of regions with charge accumulation (green red = 
low high) and depletion (blue light blue = low high) due to adsorption of C60 for 
clean surfaces. For the sake of clarity very small charge differences are omitted.  
The total Density Of States (DOS) for the C60 adsorbed on Al system is projected on the 
Al atoms in Figure 2a and compared with the DOS of a pristine Al surface. Note that the 
amplitudes for Al+C60 without and with the seven-atom vacancy were resized to meet the 
amplitudes of the pristine Al DOS at low energy. Small changes appear both below and above 
the Fermi level (EF) upon absorption of C60, where the discrete states of C60 are superposed with 
the quasi-continuum of the surface. The DOS is smeared out due to the seven-atom vacancy and 
further by the presence of C60. The same comparison for Au yields a similar picture with a much 
lower degree of smearing, while for Be the DOS is relatively unaffected by adsorption of C60 and 
vacancy formation. These observations are in accordance with the fact that Al mostly deforms in 
response to vacancy formation and C60 adsorption. 
 
       
Figure 2:  DOS of Aluminum in C60+Al(ν) compared to the clean Al surface (a) and DOS of 
carbon in C60+Al(ν) compared to C60 in vacuum (b). 
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The scaled DOS projected on carbon atoms is shown in Figure 2b; compared to C60 in 
vacuum the C60 states when adsorbed on Al are shifted to lower energies by ~1 eV. Furthermore, 
in the vicinity of EF the sharp peaks of the molecule are tremendously smeared out, yielding a 
metallic behavior, and, even so, a small part of the LUMO is shifted below EF, in accordance 
with previous DFT calculations.9e This effect is stronger when C60 is adsorbed to a vacancy than 
on the clean surface. Largely similar observations are made for the cases of Au and Be. The 
findings are consistent with previous Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) experiments on 
Au(110), which revealed that a significant fraction of C60 LUMO broadens and shifts downwards 
towards the Fermi level.7a 
Discussion		
We first discuss fullerene adsorption induced vacancy formation. Upon adsorption, D is 
released, and this can give rise to vacancy formation, since D(ν) > Eva(ν) for all structures 
considered here except for septuple-atom vacancies for Al and Be. However, other adsorption 
energy dissipation channels exist. A better suited criterion to determine whether a vacancy 
formation is thermodynamically allowed is that the D energy on a vacancy must surpass that on 
the clean surface plus the vacancy-adatom formation energy: D(ν) > D(0) + Eva(ν). This ensures 
the adsorption-on-a-vacancy state to be the ground state, being of higher stability than the 
adsorption on the pristine surface. The latter more strict criterion is only fulfilled for Al(111) 
single-atom vacancies, where a total energy gain of 0.38 eV is recorded. However, the missing 
energy for the other structures is not very high (0.29 eV for Au and 0.85 eV for Be in the case of 
the single-atom vacancy) and therefore could easily be supplied, for instance, by addition of the 
adatom nearby C60, or by forming surface dimers, or even larger clusters. In addition, adsorbate 
location at step edges could gain extra energy,7g, 33 given the enhanced adsorption-ability of surface 
under-coordinated metal atoms located at edges between terraces.42 Besides, the small energy cost 
could be thermally supplied. Overall, adsorption of C60 reduces the cost of vacancy formation 
compared to pristine surfaces. This clearly points for the formation of surface metal vacancies 
that follow the pattern of C60 adsorbates. The concept is backed up by STM experiments which 
showed bright and dim C60 on Au(111), where dim molecules were identified to reside on top of 
multiatom vacancies.7c This is an example of how the adsorption of a C60 monolayer yielded a 
periodic ordering of adsorption-induced vacancies on the surface. 
The conditions for C60 CSA are more difficult to assess. One can propose a 
Gedankenexperiment involving a metal surface with already well-separated vacancies and a 
temperature large enough to allow for C60 diffusion over vacancy-free surface areas. Thus, the 
first deposited C60 can move freely on the clean surface until it finds a vacancy. A recent study 
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estimated an activation energy of 13 meV for single fullerene diffusion on Au(111);9a such a 
small activation energy would allow C60 to easily find vacancies, supporting the CSA feasibility. 
Since the binding energy on the vacancy is by 1-2 eV larger than on the clean surface, the C60 will 
remain anchored there unless the temperature is too high. A second C60 has two possible fates. 
Either it moves nearby to the first C60 and initializes cluster nucleation, releasing a few hundreds 
of meV,43 or it finds an unoccupied vacancy, releasing a much higher margin of energy. From an 
energetic point of view there would be a temperature window, where nucleation is suppressed 
because the binding to other C60 is not strong enough, while simultaneously C60 forms stable bonds 
to vacancies. The above-introduced competing process of induced vacancy formation could, 
however, complicate this picture. We conclude that with accurate temperature control, the self-
assembly on pre-structured template surfaces —containing surface vacancies— could be 
controlled, leading to user-defined patterns of adsorbate molecules, given that adsorption-
induced vacancy formation is energetically unfavorable, such as on Au(111) and Be(001). 
Previous STM experiments of C60/Au(111) at RT assisted by DFT calculations also 
revealed vacancies as preferred bonding sites.7d At 46 K C60 molecules seem to attach to the elbow 
sites of the Au(111) herringbone reconstruction. When annealing to RT these sites are vacated, 
and nucleation at step edges occurs without vacancy formation. When starting directly at RT, 
Tang et al. found individual molecules at elbow sites and further cluster nucleation in between 
them upon further deposition, whereas at low temperature clusters only nucleated around single 
molecules adsorbed at elbow sites. This controversy led the authors to argue that vacancies form 
below C60 to stabilize its adsorption at RT. The hypothesis was supported by a C60 height of 6.2 Å 
at 46 K while at RT C60 lies 2.2 Å deeper. This ‘sinking’ is in agreement with the adsorption over 
seven-atom pits, and demonstrates that C60 can be safely stored over vacancies at RT, supporting 
the idea of the CSA process that will be necessary for envisaged nanodevices. XRD studies also 
showed surface reconstruction with pit formation to accommodate C60 on Au(110),7e and on 
herringbone Au(111).7b The latter displayed C-Au distances of 2.49 Å with a C60 hexagon facing 
the single-atom vacancy, close to our value of 2.33 Å, indicating a mixed covalent/ionic bonding.  
As far as aluminum is concerned, the Al(111) surface also reconstructs under a 
compressed C60 overlayer.7g-j Stengel et al. proposed that two Al adatoms from single-atom 
vacancies under two out of three adsorbed C60 form a dimer that stays in the interstitial region 
between C60 molecules, further stabilizing the system.7g The structure naturally explains why one 
out of three C60 protrudes from the surface. The authors gave adsorption energies ranging 0.98-
1.38 eV, yet not accounting for vdW forces, and estimated a total energy gain due to the 
reconstruction of 0.8/3 = 0.27 eV per C60 molecule. In another related study7l LDA DFT 
calculations yielded adsorption energies on pristine surfaces of 1.37, 1.25, and 1.52 eV for Al, 
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Au, and Ag, respectively. On vacancies the adsorption energies increased to 2.34, 2.69, and 2.61 
eV, respectively. The authors also contemplated structures where vacancy atoms occupy the free 
space in between C60. Using the unreconstructed surface as energy reference, the adsorption 
energies are 1.40, 1.35, and 1.59 eV. Here the energy needed to create a vacancy is accounted 
for, and still these adsorption energies are by 0.10, 0.03, and 0.07 eV larger than the adsorption 
energies found on clean surfaces. This study suggests C60-induced vacancy formation on all 
considered surfaces, and is fully compatible with our results for aluminum.  
No literature values were found for beryllium which turned out to be most resistant with 
respect to vacancy formation among the three metals investigated in this work. The stability of 
Be surface could be useful for the CSA process.  
 
Conclusion		
We studied the energetic criteria for vacancy formation and fullerene adsorption on gold, 
aluminum and beryllium. To this end we employed density functional theory calculations taking 
van der Waals interactions into account. We found that the cost for vacancy formation increases 
in the order Au < Al < Be. A strong adsorption of C60 is found for all metals, surpassing 
dissociation energies of 2 eV. Adsorption on surface vacancies is enhanced compared to pristine 
surfaces, so that C60 molecules might occupy user-defined patterns of vacancies (vacancy 
patterning). On the other hand, the adsorption energy on an Al vacancy is higher than for 
adsorption on the pristine surface plus the vacancy costs;, only a slight endothermicity is found 
for Au and Be. This suggests the possibility of patterning vacancies when adsorbing C60 on these 
surfaces. The computational results are backed up with available experimental evidence, and 
future applications are envisaged for such a patterning in nanodevices. The fact that Be is more 
resilient to surface vacancy formations than Al should be kept in mind when comparing the 
sputtering properties of these metals. 
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